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Given any absolutely continuous function f having the derivative f X
w xequivalent to a function w bounded on 0, 1 , the rate of convergence of
 .  .the Bernstein polynomials B f x is estimated at those points x g 0, 1 atn
 .  .which the one-sided limits w x q , w x y exist. In the main result the
variations of positive integer orders are used. In the special case when
w x w xw g BV 0, 1 the improved version of the Bojanic and Cheng estimate 2 is
obtained. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. PRELIMINARIES
w x  .Let I be the interval 0, 1 and let M I be the class of all complex-val-
 .ued functions bounded on I. Given any f g M I let us consider its
Bernstein polynomials
n n ny jjB f x s f jrn p x , where p x s x 1 y x . .  .  .  .  .n j , n j , n  /j
js0
w x  .As is known 7, 9 , if at a fixed point x g 0, 1 there exist the one-sided
 .  .limits f x q and f x y then
1lim B f x s f x q q f x y . 1 .  .  .  . .n 2
nª`
In the special case when f is of bounded variation in the Jordan sense on
 .  .I, i.e., if f g BV I , the rate of convergence 1 was estimated by Cheng
9
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w x w x5 . The improved version of the result of Cheng can be found in 6 . In the
 . wgeneral case of f g M I the corresponding estimates are obtained in 10,
x w x11 . Theorems presented in 10, 11 contain the above mentioned results of
w x5, 6 and, moreover, can be applied to functions f of bounded pth power
variation or to functions f of bounded variation in the sense of Young.
w x  .In 2 Bojanic and Cheng considered the class DBV I of all functions f
which can be represented in the form
t
f t s f 0 q w u du for all t g I , 2 .  .  .  .H
0
 .  .  .where w g BV I . They proved that if f g DBV I then, for all x g 0, 1
  ..y1and all n G x 1 y x ,
1r2x 1 y x .
B f x y f x y s x .  .  .n  /2p n
m< <k s x 2 .
F q V c ; x y xrk , x q 1 y x rk , 3 .  . . x1r2 n2n x 1 y x . . ks1
where
s x s w x q y w x y , 4 .  .  .  .
¡w t y w x y if 0 F t - x , .  .~c t s 5 .  .0 if t s x ,x ¢w t y w x q if x - t F 1, .  .
’ ’w x  .m s n is the greatest integer not exceeding n , V c ; a, b is the totalx
5r2 4’ ’w x  .variation of c on a, b , and k s pr2 q 4rp q p p r54 2 .x
 .In this paper the estimate 3 is extended in three ways. Using the
so-called variations of positive integer orders of the function c wex
 .  .provide a modified form of 3 which will i hold for all positive integers,
 .  .ii be improved essentially, and iii hold for more general classes of
functions. To formulate our results we adopt the convenient notation and
terminology.
Given any complex-valued function g bounded on an interval J and any
positive integer k we introduce the variation of order k of g on J,
k
< <¨ g ; J s sup g b y g a , .  . .k j j 5
js1
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where the supremum is taken over all systems of k non-overlapping
 .  w x. w xintervals a , b contained in J cf. 8 . If J s a, b we denote it some-j j
 .  .times by ¨ g ; a, b . Clearly, for every k g N, ¨ g ; J is finite andk k
 .  .   .4¨ g ; J F ¨ g ; J . The sequence ¨ g ; J is called the modulusk kq1 k k g N
of variation of the function g on J. Its basic properties can be found in
w x3, 4 .
Taking into account a continuous convex and strictly increasing function
w .  .  .F on 0, ` such that F 0 s 0, we define the total F-variation V g ; J ofF
the function g on J as the upper bound of the set of all numbers
< <F g b y g a . . . j j
j
 .over all finite systems of non-overlapping intervals a , b : J. In casej j
 .  .  .F u s u for u G 0 we write V g ; J instead of V g ; J . We denote byF
 .BV I the class of all functions of bounded F-variation on the interval I.F
 .  .The symbols DM I and DBV I will denote the classes of all functions fF
 .  .which can be represented in the form 2 with measurable w g M I and
 .w g BV I , respectively.F
 .  .Finally, given any x g 0, 1 and h ) 0 we write I h for the intervalx
w x nx y h, x q h l I. The sums  with m ) n are understood as zero.jsm
2. RESULTS
The general result can be stated as follows.
 .THEOREM. Suppose that f g DM I and that the function w in the
 .  .representation formula 2 has the one-sided limits at a fixed point x g 0, 1 .
Then for all n g N we ha¨e
1r2x 1 y x .
B f x y f x y s x .  .  .n  /2p n
< <’g s x x 1 y x .  .
F q W w , x , 6 .  .n’n nx 1 y x q 1 . .
where
my1 ’A q ¨ c ; I jr n ¨ c ; I .  . . .j x x m x
W w , x s q , 7 .  .n q qy1 5’ j mn js1
2’ ’w x  .  .  .  .m s n , s x , c are defined by 4 and 5 , g s 5 q 22 e r p , q is anx
 .arbitrary integer greater than or equal to 2, and A q is a positi¨ e constant
  .  .  . .depending only on q. In particular, A 2 s 5r2, A 3 s 9r4, A 4 s 7r2.
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 .Note that for q G 3 the expression in the curly brackets in 7 converges
’ .  .to zero as n ª `, i.e., W w, x s o 1r n as n ª `. To see this it isn
enough to choose q s 3 and observe that for m G 2,
my1 my1
yq y2’ ’j ¨ c ; I jr n F j ¨ c ; I jr n .  . .  . j x x 1 x x
js1 js1
4 mr n’ y2F t ¨ c ; I t dt . .H 1 x xn 1r n’
m4
F ¨ c ; I 1rk , . . 1 x xm ks1
and
1 4
1yq < <m ¨ c ; I F ¨ c ; I F sup w t : t g I . 4 .  .  .m x 1 xm m
’ .  .Then, in view of the continuity of c at x, the relation W w, x s o 1r nx n
is evident. This means that the asymptotic formula
1r2x 1 y x . ’B f x s f x q s x q o 1r n 8 .  .  .  . .n  /2p n
 .is true at a fixed point x g 0, 1 whenever f satisfies the assumptions of
 w x.  .  .our theorem cf. 1 . Formula 8 holds at every x g 0, 1 if f is of the
 .  . w x  .form 2 with w g BV I 2, p. 140 . From our theorem it follows that 8
 .  .remains also true at every x g 0, 1 if w g BV I or, more generally, ifF
1
lim ¨ w ; I s 0 9 .  .kkkª`
 w x.see 4, Theorem 4 .
Now, let us consider the special cases.
 .  .i If f is a complex-valued function differentiable at every point
x g I and if its derivative f X is bounded on I then f can be represented in
 . X  . Xthe form 2 in which w s f . If, moreover, condition 9 with w s f is
w xsatisfied then, by the Chanturiya Theorem 4 of 4 and the well-known
Darboux theorem, the derivative f X is continuous on I. Consequently,
 .  .  .s x s 0 at every x g 0, 1 and estimate 6 becomes
X Xmy1 ’A q ¨ f ; I jr n ¨ f ; I .  . . .j x m
B f x y f x F q . 10 .  .  .n q qy1 5’ j mn js1
 . X  .In particular, 10 is true if f g BV I .F
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w xFurther, let us observe that for every interval a, b : I and every j g N
there holds the inequality
¨ f X ; a, b F 2 jv f X ; b y a rj .  . .j
w x  X . X3, 10 , where v f ; d denotes the modulus of continuity of f on I. This
 .inequality ensures that the right-hand side of 10 does not exceed
`4 A q .
X1yq ’j q 1 v f ; 1r n . . /’n js1
 .Choosing q G 3 we get from 10 the well-known estimate
c
X ’B f x y f x F v f ; 1r n .  .  .n ’n
uniformly in x g I, where c is a positive absolute constant obviously, the
w x.direct calculation gives a more precise value of c; see 9 .
 .  .ii Suppose that f g DBV I . In this case the function c defined byF x
 .  .5 is in BV I and for every positive integer j and every interval J : IF
there holds the inequality
1
y1¨ c ; J F jF V c ; J , .  .j x F x /j
y1  w x.where F denotes the function inverse to F see 3, 4 . Consequently, if
m G 2 and q G 3 then
my1
yq ’j ¨ c ; I jr n . . j x x
js1
my1 1
1yq y1 ’F j F V c ; I jr n . . F x x /jjs1
22yq mr n’qy1 1yq y1’F 2 n t F V c ; I t dt . . . H F x x /’t n1r n’
2 s2yq n’qy1 qy3 y1’F 2 n s F V c ; I 1rs ds . . . H F x x /’n1




1yq 2yq y1m ¨ c ; I F m F V c ; I .  .m x F x /m
qy23 2
y1F F V c ; I . .F x /  /’ ’2 n n
Hence, for all n G 4 we have
mÄA q k q 1 . qy3 y1W w , x F k q 1 F V c ; I 1rk , .  .  . .n F x xqy1  /’n’n ks1 .
Ä q qy2 2 qy5 .  . .where A q s A q 2 q 3 r2 , q G 3. The same inequality is also
true for n s 1, 2, 3.
 .   . .In particular, if f g DBV I the case F u s u and if w is continuous
at x then
mÄA q . qy2B f x y f x F k q 1 V w ; I 1rk . 11 .  .  .  .  . .qn x’n . ks1
w x  .It was stated in 2, Theorem 2 that for these functions f the estimate 3
cannot be essentially improved. Therefore, the same is also true for the
 .  .estimate 11 . But, in some more narrow classes of functions, 11 is
 . a``better'' than 3 . Namely, let a be a positive number and let V be thex
 .class of those functions f belonging to DBV I , for which w is continuous
  .. aat x and V w ; I h F h for h ) 0. Then, for arbitrary a ) 0, inequalityx
 .11 yields the estimate
aq1a a ’U ' sup B f x y f x : f g V s O 1r n 4 .  .  . /x , n n x
 w x.  .to see this it is enough to choose q s 2 q a . Instead, from 3 it follows
a aq1’  . .that U s O 1r n for a - 1, only. In cases a s 1 and a ) 1 wex, n
 . a  . a  .get from 3 , U s O log nrn and U s O 1rn , respectively.x, n x, n
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
w xFollowing 2 we write
1B f x y f x s s x S x y L f , x q R f , x , 12 .  .  .  .  .  .  .n n n n2
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where
n k
S x s y x p x , .  .n k , nnks0
x
L f , x s c t dt p x , .  .  . Hn x k , n /krnk-nx
krn
R f , x s c t dt p x . .  .  . Hn x k , n /xk)nx
w x  .It is shown in 12 that for all x g 0, 1 ,
1r2 ’2 x 1 y x x 1 y x .  .
S x s q O .n  / ’ /p n n nx 1 y x q 1 . .
 .  . w xand S 0 s S 1 s 0. Analysing the proof of Theorem 3 in 12 we cann n
w xstate that for all x g 0, 1 and all n g N,
1r2 ’2 x 1 y x 2g x 1 y x .  .
S x y F , 13 .  .n  / ’p n n nx 1 y x q 1 . .
2 ’ .  .where g s 5 q 22 e r p . In particular, the right-hand side of 13 can
 w x.be replaced by grn cf. Corollary 2 in 12 .
 .In order to evaluate L f , x let us rewrite it in the formn
x
L f , x s c t K x , t dt , .  .  .Hn x n
0
where
K x , t s p x 0 F t F x .  .  .n k , n
kFnt
w x2, p. 146 . Introduce the points
’t s x y jr n for j s 0, 1, 2, . . . , r ; t s 0,j rq1
’w xwhere r is the largest integer such that t G 0. Since m s n , we haver
w xr F m. Put T s t , x for j s 1, 2, . . . , r q 1, c s c , and writej j x
rx tjL f , x s c t K x , t dt q c t K x , t dt .  .  .  . .H Hn n j n
t t1 jq1js1
r
tjq c t y c t K x , t dt s q q , say. .  . . .   H j n
tjq1js1 1 2 3
Consider in detail the case r G 1.
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Obviously,
x ’F c t y c x K x , t dt F ¨ c ; T r n . .  .  .  . H n 1 1
t11
By the Abel transformation,
ry1
t t1 jq1s c t K x , t dt q c t y c t K x , t dt. .  .  . .  . . H H1 n jq1 j n
0 02 js1
w xAs is known 9, p. 15; 10, p. 64 , if 0 F t - x - 1 then
qn1 k c q x 1 y x .  .
K x , t F y x p x F , .  .q qn k , n qr2nx y t x y t n .  .ks0
 .where q is an arbitrary integer greater than or equal to 2 and c q is a
 .positive constant depending only on q. Note that c q F 1 if q F 6.
Consequently,
s c q . 1yq yqr2K x , t dt F x y s n whenever 0 F s - x - 1. .  .H n 4 q y 1 .0
14 .
This inequality ensures that
c q .




c t y c x q c t y c t j q 1 . .  .  . .  .1 jq1 j 5
js1
Applying once more the Abel transformation see the proof of Theorem 1
w x.in 10 and observing that
yq1yq 1yqj q 1 y j q 2 F q y 1 j q 1 j s 1, 2, . . . .  .  .  .  .
we easily get
ry1c q . yqF ¨ c ; T q q y 1 j ¨ c ; T .  .  . 1 1 j j’4 q y 1 n .2 js2
qu r1yq¨ c ; 0, x , .r r 5
where u s 0 and u s 1 if r G 2.1 r
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Next,
r
tjF ¨ c ; t , t K x , t dt . .  H1 jq1 j n
tjq13 js1
rc q .
1yqF ¨ c ; t , t j , . 1 jq1 j’4 q y 1 n . js1
 .by 14 . In this case the Abel transformation and the inequalities
yq1yq1yq qj y j q 1 F 2 y 2 j q 1 j s 1, 2, . . . .  .  .  .
lead to
c q .
F ’4 q y 1 n .3
=
ry1
1yq1yq 1yqj y j q 1 ¨ c ; T q r ¨ c ; 0, x .  . . . j jq1 r 5
js1
rc q .
q yq 1yqF 2 y 2 j ¨ c ; T q r ¨ c ; 0, x . .  . . j j r 5’4 q y 1 n . js2
Collecting the results we obtain
1 c q c q .  .
L f , x F 1 q ¨ c ; T q L c , r , q , .  .  .n 1 1 /’ ’4 q y 1 .n 4 q y 1 n .
where
ry1
q yq q yqL c , r , q s 2 q q y 3 j ¨ c ; T q 2 y 2 r ¨ c ; T .  .  .  . . j j r r
js2
q 1 q u r1yq¨ c ; 0, x . .  .r r
If r G 2 and m ) r then
my1
1yq1yq 1yq 1yqr s k y k q 1 q m . .
ksr
my1
1yqqy1 y1 1yqF 2 y 1 k k q 1 q m .  .
ksr
m3
qy1 yq 1yqF 2 y 1 j q m . . 2 jsrq1
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q q  qy1 .Since the numbers 2 q q y 3 and 2 y 2 are not greater than 3 2 y 1 ,
we have
my1
qy1 yqL c , r , q F 3 2 y 1 j ¨ c ; Y .  .  . j j
js2
q 2 qy1 q 1 m1yq¨ c ; 0, x , .  .m
w xwhere Y s T if j F r, Y s 0, x if j G r q 1. In the case r G 2 andj j j
 .m s r the same inequality follows at once from the definition of L c , r, q .
Consequently, if r G 2 then
my1A q . yq 1yqL f , x F j ¨ c ; Y q m ¨ c ; 0, x , 15 .  .  . .n j x j m x 5’2 n js1
’w x w xwhere Y s x y jr n , x l 0, x ,j
c q 3c q .  .
qy1A q s 2 max 1 q , 2 y 1 . .  . 54 q y 1 4 q y 1 .  .
 .It is easy to see that 15 remains also valid if r s 1 and r s 0.
 .  .Regarding the term R f , x in 12 , one can get the estimaten
my1A q . yq 1yqR f , x F j ¨ c ; Z q m ¨ c ; x , 1 , 16 .  .  . .n j x j m x 5’2 n js1
’w x w xwhere Z s x, x q jr n l x, 1 . Since the computation is similar toj
 .that of the evaluation of L f , x , we omit the details.n
 .  .  .  .  .Combining 12 , 13 , 15 , and 16 we get the desired estimate 6 .
’Remark. Analysing the above proof with q s 2 and t s x y jxr n forj
’ w x.j s 0, 1, . . . , m, t s 0 m s n , we easily verify that for all n g N,mq 1
my13
Uy2 y1L f , x F j ¨ c ; Y q m ¨ c ; 0, x , .  . .n j x j m x 5’n js1
U ’w xwhere Y s x y jxr n , x . By symmetry,j
my13
Uy2 y1R f , x F j ¨ c ; Z q m ¨ c ; x , 1 , .  . .n j x j m x 5’n js1
U ’w  . x  .where Z s x, x q j 1 y x r n . In particular, if f g DBV I , thesej
 .  .inequalities lead to the estimates of L f , x and R f , x in the formn n
w  .  .xgiven by Bojanic and Cheng 2, Estimates 3.25 and 3.31 .
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